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Message from NSTF Executive Director
Ms Jansie Niehaus, NSTF Executive Director, considers science tourism and the many
benefits for South Africans. Read more.

NSTF News

Call for nominations – 2018/2019 NSTF-South32 Awards
The National Science and Technology Forum (NSTF) calls for nominations for the
21stNSTF-South32 Awards. These prestigious awards focus on science, engineering and
technology (SET) and innovation. Register nominations online by 14 December 2018.
#NSTFawards2019
Special Annual Theme Award: The NSTF’s theme for 2019 is the ‘International Year of
the Periodic Table of Chemical Elements’ (#IYPT2019), as declared by the United Nations
(UN). Aligned with this, the Special Annual Theme Award for 2018/2019 will be made for an
outstanding contribution to materials for inclusive economic development.

This is a two-stage nomination process:
Stage 1 – Register a nomination by 14 December 2018
Stage 2 – Submit completed nomination documents by 1 March 2019
Register nominations for individuals, teams and organisations for an outstanding
contribution to SET and innovation in South Africa: The contributions recognised are
in the following broad areas.
Scientific research
Management of SET and innovation
Capacity building in engineering research
Research and innovation towards the Green Economy
Water management solutions
Data for research
Innovations and their research and/or development
Communication and creating awareness of SET and innovation
Technology transfer activities, as well as education and training through a nongovernmental organisation (NGO)
Materials for inclusive economic development, through the 2018/2019 Special Annual
Theme Award

NSTF Annual Report
The NSTF Annual Report is now available
on the website. Printed copies will be posted
early next year.
Beyond giving an overview of the
organisation and its activities, the report
provides a synopsis of each NSTF
Discussion Forum and details and statistics
of the 20 years of the NSTF Awards (p31).

SAJS highlights NSTF-South32
Award winners’ work
The NSTF and the South African Journal of
Science (SAJS) are partnering to highlight
work done by the NSTF-South32 Award
winners. This includes inviting winners to
provide information in the Commentaries
and News sections of the journal. The first
commentary is by Prof Harald Winkler. He
won the 2017/2018 Special Annual Theme
Award

NSTF partners with SA Tourism SANCB
Help with planning and organising funding: The NSTF is partnering with the South
African National Conventions Bureau (SANCB). The aim is to promote the hosting of
international conferences. SANCB is set up to assist with the planning process through
toolkits and other resources, including some funding support. As part of promoting the
service, they have sponsored some NSTF Discussion Forums.
Call for participation for proSET members: The SANCB wants to attract international
conferences to South Africa. As part of this drive, they will sponsor NSTF proSET members
to attend the Meetings Africa event on 26-27 February 2019. All interested proSET
members, please email enquiries@nstf.co.za.
Meetings Africa exhibition: The Meetings Africa event takes place from 26-27 February
2019. Note that this event is part of what SANCB offers to assist with meetings and
conferences.

Thank you to Mr David Kramer
The NSTF has to bid Mr David Kramer
farewell as non-executive director of the
NSTF Board. He served on the NSTF
Executive Committee for many years and
played an important part in shaping the
NSTF to become the organisation that it is
now. In recent years David has stayed on
as director of NSTF. We thank him for his
steadfast support, his commitment to STEM
education in particular, and for his advice,
both wise and practical. Best wishes for his
future work and plans.

December closing date for NSTF
Office
Please note that the NSTF Office closes on
14 December 2018. It will open on 9
January 2019.
We wish all members and stakeholders a
merry Festive Season and happy New
Year.

Science Forum South Africa
From 12-14 December 2018, look out for the NSTF at Science Forum South Africa (SFSA)
– #SFSA2018. The NSTF will have an exhibition stand. Come visit us there for a chat. On
14 December 2018, there will also be a 30-minute science talk on plans for skills in the
South African water sector. The guest speaker is Mr Lesego Lekubu of the Department of
Water and Sanitation. He previously presented at a NSTF Discussion Forum on the ‘Skills
drought in the water sector’. Join us at 09:00-09:30, Crystal room, CSIR International
Convention Centre, Pretoria.
This is an open science event and is free for all. It’s part of SFSA, hosted by the
Department of Science and Technology. Be part of the conversation. Follow on Twitter
#WaterSkills #SFSA2018

New NSTF members
The NSTF welcomes its new members:
Black Information Technology Forum
(Civil Society sector)
Luhlaza Integrated Sustainable
Solutions (Business sector)

Proceedings on NSTF
Discussion Forum ‘WaterEnergy-Food Nexus – towards
efficient national planning’
Note that the proceedings for the NSTF’s
Discussion Forum ‘Water-Energy-Food
Nexus – towards efficient national planning’
(#WaterEnergyFood) are now available
online.

Share ‘n Dare outreach
The NSTF Share ‘n Dare programme is sponsored by the Carl & Emily Fuchs Foundation. It
is linked to the NSTF-South32 Awards. It provides a platform for NSTF Award winners to
act as role models and ambassadors for science, engineering, technology (SET) and
innovation. The winners share knowledge with youth and communities, inspiring young
people to pursue studies and careers in SET and innovation.
From 26 to 29 November 2018, Ms Fulufhelo Gelebe, NSTF Youth Outreach, Media
Liaison and Communications Officer, attended the 20th SAASTEC Conference in Limpopo.
The conference focused on the work of science centres. Ms Gelebe presented on the
NSTF Share ‘n Dare Programme. This included mentioning the science centres that NSTF
has worked with previously and a call for other science centres to be involved.

Getting to know our award
winners: Prof Malik Maaza

Getting to know our award
winners: Prof Leslie Petrik

Prof Malik Maaza is senior scientist:
National Research Foundation
Nanosciences LABS, Unisa and UNESCO
Chair.

Prof Leslie Petrik is professor: Department
of Chemistry, University of the Western
Cape. She has contributed significantly to
skills development and innovation in the
field of environmental remediation, water
treatment, and waste reuse in South Africa,
particularly around industrial waste. Her
patents provide industry with new, low-cost
and efficient processes for the reuse of
waste fly ash for mine water treatment and
building materials, or its conversion into
high-value, porous catalytic materials that
have impressive applications across various
industries.

His work has involved numerous
innovations that are green and sustainable.
This includes developing thermochromic
intelligent nanocoating for smart glass
windows, which minimises the energy load.
Simply put, Maaza’s research can
potentially minimise the energy load caused
by air conditioning and energy use

Read more about his work. He is the NSTFSouth32 Awards winner of the 2017/2018
NSTF-GreenMatter Award (sponsored by
GreenMatter).

Read more about her work. She is the
NSTF-South32 Awards winner of the
2017/2018 NSTF-Water Research
Commission (WRC) Award (sponsored by
WRC).

Getting to know our award winners: South African Social Attitudes
Survey
The South African Social Attitudes Survey is conducted by the Human Sciences Research
Council (HSRC). Data from this annual survey can be accessed and used to explore and
explain the interaction between South Africa’s changing institutions, its political and
economic structures, and the attitudes, beliefs and behaviour patterns of its diverse
populations.
Read more about the work. This is the NSTF-South32 Awards winner of the 2017/2018
Data for Research Award.

Bursary Directory

Mzansi Bright Sparks

Find the latest bursaries in science,
engineering and technology (SET) in the
NSTF Bursary Directory. This service is
sponsored by the Fuchs Foundation.
Recently-added bursaries include:

Siweya Khani is from Limpopo. She is
studying medicine at the Sefako Makgatho
Health Sciences University.

FMCSA Ford Bursary
Power Group Bursaries
GAST Bursary Programme
SAAFoST Undergraduate Bursary

She is one of the first-year students who
were recognised in the 2017/2018 NSTF
Brilliants Programme for top marks in
mathematics and physical science in the
National Senior Certificate Examinations.
“Education is the most powerful weapon
that you can use to change the world.”

Visit the NSTF Bursary Directory to find
regularly updated information on available
bursaries, the organisations that usually
provide bursaries, various SET-related
career paths, and inspiring stories of people
in SET.

SET-related policies currently open for public comment
Policies open for comment allow the science, engineering and technology (SET) community
to keep track of the changing regulation environment.
Health Professions Act: Regulations: Scope of profession of psychology (Comment
by: Friday, December 14, 2018)
Fertilizer, Farm Feeds, Agricultural Remedies and Stock Remedies Act: Proposed
amendment of regulations relating to farm feeds: Comments invited (Comment by:
Tuesday, January 8, 2019)
Request for information on recommended chemicals listed in 9th Conference of
Parties (COPs) to Stockholm Rotterdam Conventions as well as candidate chemicals
under review by Chemical Review Committee (CRC) : Invitation to submit (Comment
by: Monday, January 28, 2019)
Astronomy Geographic Advantage Act: Radio Frequency Spectrum Use within the
Karoo Central Astronomy Advantage Areas. Proposal (English / Afrikaans) (Comment
by: Saturday, February 23, 2019)

SET-related policy news
Draft White Paper on Science, Technology and Innovation
Summit unpacks SA sci-tech white paper (ITWeb)
Draft White Paper on Science, Technology and Innovation neglects to prioritise
issues of performance and human capability (South African Journal of Science)
Energy
Parliament adopts draft Integrated Resource Plan 2018 (SAnews.gov.za)
SA defends use of dirty coal (TechCentral)
Wind body questions SA's energy investment choices (ITWeb)
Eskom rescue plan to be launched only next year (TechCentral)
Wind industry commits to transformation, indigenisation (ITWeb)
African Development Bank launches Africa Energy Portal (Africa Newsroom)
South Africa joins International Energy Agency (ee publishers)
IRP2018 calculations seem “mathematically flawed” (ee publishers)
At last we have an updated IRP, but what is it really achievable? (ee publishers)
Government committed to growing oil, gas industry (SAnews.gov.za)
Include 'important' nuclear in SA's electricity mix, says Parly committee (Polity)
Environment and climate change
Global warming outpaces efforts to slow it — UN (Mail & Guardian)
Mboweni tables Carbon Tax Bill (SAnews.gov.za)
SA fiddles while the world burns (Mail & Guardian)
Carbon Tax Bill provides for tax-free allowances of up to 95%, but concern over
impact persists (Polity)
Environmental Affairs on conclusion of 27th BASIC Ministerial Meeting on Climate
Change (gov.za)
Deputy Minister Barbara Thompson on mainstreaming biodiversity in infrastructure
sector (gov.za)
South Africa to chair Group on Earth Observations (DST)
MPs seek end of captive lion trophy hunting in SA (Mail & Guardian)
Medicine and health
Treasury on National Health Insurance (NHI) Bill process (gov.za)
Health is not a political game – civil society (Polity)
Estranged bedfellows: Why the private sector remains wary of universal healthcare
(Bhekisisa)
Agriculture
Minister Senzeni Zokwana announces a joint project with Statistics SA on
producer/farmer register (gov.za)
VIEWPOINTS – Smallholders and land reform: A realistic perspective – Centre for
Development and Enterprise (CDE.org.za)

4th Industrial Revolution and technology
Science, tech minister joins global AI council (ITWeb)
Invitation to nominate candidates for the presidential commission on fourth industrial
revolution (DTPS)

Collaborations
South Africa and Kenya collaborate on science and technology, 23 Nov (gov.za)
SA and Czech Republic hold meeting to discuss bilateral relations (Polity)
10 years of SA-CERN collaboration on fundamental physics (DST)
Norwegian Minister for Research and Higher Education visits the CSIR to discuss
strengthening ties (CSIR)

Science Forum South Africa: South Africa, 12-14 December 2018
4th Xiamen Symposium on Marine Environmental Sciences: Xiamen, China, 6-9
January 2019
3rd international conference for women in science without borders movement/
network (WISWB): Egypt, 12-14 March 2019
The Solar Future: Deserts of Africa: Dakar, 13-14 March 2019
Power & Electricity World Africa 2019: Johannesburg, 26-27 March 2019
The Solar Show Africa 2019: Johannesburg, 26-27 March 2019
The Water Show Africa 2019: Johannesburg, 26-27 March 2019
Energy Efficiency World: Johannesburg, 26-27 March 2019
SOLAS Open Science Conference: Sapporo, Japan, 21-25 April 2019
2019 IMBeR Open Science Conference: Brest, France, 17-21 June 2019
Manufacturing Indaba: Johannesburg, 25-26 June 2019
8th International Conference on Engineering Mathematics and Physics: Ningbo,
China, 1-3 July 2019
Species on the Move 2019 International Conference Series: Kruger National Park,
South Africa, 22-26 July 2019
13th International Conference on Paleoceanography: Sydney, Australia, 2-6
September 2019
The International Society for Ecological Modelling Global Conference 2019: Salzburg,
Austria, 1-5 October 2019
EduTECH Africa 2019: Johannesburg, 9-10 October 2019

Members of NSTF in the proSET (Professional Societies) sector are featured in every
newsletter. This month we look at SAIF and SAAM.
The Southern African Institute of Forestry (SAIF) is a professional association of
forestry-related professionals, delivering a professional service to forestry. Their
mission is to assist members in achieving excellence in the practice of forestry and to
promote growth and sustainability in the industry while being responsible custodians
of a sensitive environment. On the website, you will find information on the institute,
monthly newsletters, important industry links, and publications. There is also an SAIF
photo competition.
The South African Association for Theoretical and Applied Mechanics (SAAM) serves
the mechanics community in South Africa. It promotes activities concerning
theoretical, experimental and computational mechanics to further expertise in
mechanics. SAAM represents the interests of the mechanics community of South
Africa – recognised nationally and internationally as an adhering organisation of the
International Union for Theoretical and Applied Mechanics (IUTAM) and the
International Association for Computational Mechanics (IACM). On the website, you
will find info on events, training, awards, and more.
SET education
Meet the 13-year-old girl who won the Eskom best female scientist award (W24)
Gauteng pupils to learn STEM in aviation skills (ITWeb)
Basic education is failing the economy (Mail & Guardian)
Basic Education briefs Parliament on state of readiness for 2019 school year (gov.za)
Young SA researchers head to France (ITWeb)
Here’s how much kids need to move, play and sleep in their early years (The
Conversation

Universities and higher education
Ranking the 12 best universities in South Africa (BusinessTech)
A mindshift in sciences and humanities is the only antidote to hoaxes (The
Conversation)
Widespread plagiarism detected in many medical journals based in Africa (Nature)
Physicists demonstrate a new device for manipulating and moving tiny objects with
light (phys.org)
Africa’s science ‘millionaires’: survey spotlights top-funded researchers – A panAfrican study reveals researchers' continued dependence on funding from nonAfrican organizations. (Nature)
How African researchers are adding to deeper knowledge about neutrons (The
Conversation)
How government has changed the minimum entry requirements for a Bachelor’s
degree since 2005 (My Broadband)
Perverse incentives and the political economy of South African academic journal
publishing (South African Journal of Science)
Students with hearing loss get a raw deal: a South African case study (The
Conversation)
Industry development and innovation
SA's R&D spend on a steady rise (ITWeb)
SA to manufacture Africa’s first affordable, quality smartphone (SAnews.gov.za)
From green waste to fertiliser in a few hours (infrastructurene.ws)
Drones collect valuable data so farmers can detect pests and disease (Business
Live)
R12bn Kathu Solar Park synchronised to the grid (ITWeb)
100 MW Karoshoek Solar One CSP project commissioned in Northern Cape
(Engineering News)
100 MW CSP project, developed by black-owned IPP, enters commercial operation
(Engineering News)
SA mining veteran wants to build $1-billion battery metals giant (TechCentral)
Turning the tide on corporate waste management (infrastructurene.ws)

Medicine and health
South Africa investigates sterilising mosquitoes in anti-malaria drive (The
Conversation)
ASSAf consensus study on the ethical, legal and social implications of genetics and
genomics in South Africa (South African Journal of Science)
Could your favourite birth control put you at risk of HIV? (Bhekisisa)
Working dads can now take paternity leave for 10 days (Polity)
Lifestyle diseases could scupper Africa’s rising life expectancy (The Conversation)
Tired of needles on Durban's beautiful beaches? Then you'll want to read this.
(Bhekisisa)
MS Azure, CPGR partner to enable African genomics research (ITWeb)
Africa hardest-hit by malnutrition – 2018 global nutrition report (Polity)
Babies born to mums with HIV face higher risks even though they’re HIV negative
(The Conversation)
SAMRC injects R45 million per annum to a joint programme with the US-NIH for
biomedical research (SAMRC)
Overcoming the real – and perceived – barriers to HIV testing (The Conversation)
The first of its kind outside Gauteng: A community-owned non-communicable disease
screening service in Sweetwaters (HSRC)
Self-testing: a potentially powerful tool for fighting HIV (The Conversation)
Novel approach brings African scientists closer to a malaria vaccine (The
Conversation)

Palaeontology and archaeology
How we calculated the age of caves in the Cradle of Humankind – and why it matters
(The Conversation)
Dinaledi app takes users on virtual cave tour (ITWeb)
Experts find stone tools connected communities (phys.org)
Rocks hold clues about how falling sea levels caused havoc 400 million years ago
(The Conversation)
Detective mission to characterise and trace the history of a new African meteorite
(phys.org)

Astronomy and space science
SA astronomers go open source for massive MeerKAT data (ITWeb)
How scientists are working together to solve one of the universe’s mysteries (The
Conversation)
The South African Radio Astronomy Observatory (SARAO) joins the Ceph
Foundation to Advance Open Source Storage (SKA Africa)
SA telescope confirms new evidence of white dwarf cannibalising companion star
(News24)
South African telescope confirms new evidence of white dwarf cannibalising its
companion star (Engineering News)

Environment, climate change and energy
Environment
Mpumalanga tops world nitrogen dioxide air pollution charts (Mail & Guardian)
Govt initiates ground stability study in areas affected by illegal mining in Joburg
(Polity)
Recent emergence of CAT5 tropical cyclones in the South Indian Ocean (South
African Journal of Science)
Platinum’s stature growing as world’s clean air catalyst (Polity)
South Africa’s invasive species guzzle precious water and cost US$450 million a year
(Nature)
This is the only one of South Africa’s 72 entry points where environment officials
check for alien creatures - and those that sneak through cost us billions (Business
Insider)
Atlantis SEZ to transform Western Cape into green technology hub
(infrastructurene.ws)
Counting the contribution of hunting to South Africa’s economy (The Conversation)
Sotheby's latest auction house to end rhino horn sales (phys.org)
Honey bees, already at risk, face a new threat from a common herbicide (The
Conversation)
Environmental practitioners go online (SAnews.gov.za)

Water
Toilets rarer than cellphones in SA (infrastructurene.ws)
Crisis proofing South Africa’s water security (The Conversation)
Alignment of solutions needed for water security (Engineering News)
National water dept, City differ on water consumption level for next year (Polity)
Reinvent the Toilet Challenge: Tests underway in SA (infrastructurene.ws)
Steps rural communities can take to protect their water resources (The Conversation)
Science, strides and a resilient nation... 30 years later (BizCommunity)
New toilet can save 30% of water and 30% of consumers' water bills (Engineering
News)
SANDF hard at work on Vaal River rehab – Minister (infrastructurene.ws)
Mpumalanga remains under strain as water pollution continues (Engineering News)

Climate change
SA is blowing its carbon budget (Mail & Guardian)
Global food systems are failing humanity and speeding up climate change: New
report from 130 national academies issues wake-up call to leaders on eve of COP24
(ASSAf)
Warm world: Floods are our future (Mail & Guardian)
AfDB to institute climate risk management programme for African countries
(Engineering News)
Global carbon dioxide levels hit a new record in 2017, UN says (Engineering News)
Reducing inequality and carbon emissions: Innovation of developmental pathways
(South African Journal of Science)

Energy
Flexibility to take on ‘unprecedented importance’ as renewables rise (Engineering
News)
Why South Africa can’t make a massive shift to renewables – yet (The Conversation)
SA energy the dirtiest in the G20, report says (BizCommunity)
Coal to remain significant part of South Africa’s energy generation mix (Engineering
News)
Back to blackouts: SA in the dark as Eskom stumbles (TechCentral)
Report back: SA Energy Storage, SSE G, Renewable Energy, Micro-Grid & Smart
Grid 2018 (ee publishers)
Gas to overtake coal as world's second largest energy source – IEA (Times Live)
Wind energy industry commits to investing in South Africa (Engineering News)
Rural microgrid project improves people’s lives (ee publishers)
Study under way to help shape policy needed to transition from coal-based to
renewable energy systems (Engineering News)
Gas prospectors to explore three provinces (Mail & Guardian)
Eskom pilots solar-powered microgrid (ITWeb)
First institutional anaerobic digester launched at NPO’s Johannesburg premises
(Engineering News)
Renewables sector rubbishes union's job loss claims (ITWeb)
Big plans afoot for training more young people in renewable energy (Engineering
News)

Agriculture
Applying the water-energy-food nexus to farm profitability in the Middle Breede
Catchment, South Africa (South African Journal of Science)
'Systems thinking' can be used to solve complex food contamination problems
(BizCommunity)
Food security in Africa depends on rethinking outdated water law (The Conversation)
A brief history of South Africa's maize production (BizCommunity)
Boosting R&D capacity for sustainable agriculture (SciDevNet)
Aquaculture key to food security and nutrition? (BizCommunity)
Agriculture, Land Reform and Jobs Summary Report (CDE.org.za)

Engineering
Gauteng uses drones to monitor construction sites (ITWeb)
UCT takes top honours in 2018 Greenovate Property, Engineering Awards - with
“Assessing the relationship between green buildings and their occupants' green
citizenship” (BizCommunity)
Jaguar bets on electric car appetite in SA with R1.7m I-PACE (ITWeb)
The impact of 4IR technology advancement on the engineering sector
(BizCommunity)
Construction starts on most technically advanced vessel ever built in South Africa
(Engineering News)

Technology and the 4th Industrial Revolution
Science and Technology hosts Science Forum South Africa, 12 Dec (gov.za)
Zindi, MIIA to host data science competitions (ITWeb)

Science communication
Study sheds light on scourge of “fake” news in Africa (The Conversation)

Opportunities
South African Radio Astronomy Observatory (SARAO) Human Capital Development
Programme – Radio Astronomy Advancement Programme (RAAP). Call for
Proposals for Funding for 2019. Closing Date for Proposals: 31 January 2019
The Next Einstein Forum launches search for Africa’s top scientific talent for
prestigious Fellows Class (Africa Newsroom)

Pandor to receive French Legion of Honour award (SAnews.gov.za)
University of Pretoria Appoints New Vice-Chancellor and Principal – Prof Tawana
Kupe (NRF)
SAIEE 2018 Annual award winners (ee publishers)
Inspiring Bara physios change the status quo (SAnews.gov.za)
Two South African entrepreneurs shortlisted for Africa Prize for Engineering
Innovation (Engineering News)
Professor ADM (David) Walker: World-class physicist (1937–2018) (South African
Journal of Science)
SARAO conveys its condolences on the passing of Professor Sergio Colafrancesco
(SKA Africa)

Please forward this e-mail to your colleagues, business contacts and all interested persons!

Send us your news
The NSTF invites all our members, as well as all SET and innovation role players, to send us
information on meetings, conferences and activities of interest to the broader S&T community. Please
send us your news by the 20th of the month, for distribution at the beginning of the following month, to
enquiries@nstf.co.za

Feedback
If you have any comments or suggestions on how we can improve this newsletter, please e-mail the
NSTF Secretariat at enquiries@nstf.co.za

About the NSTF
* The National Science and Technology Forum (NSTF), established in 1995, is a broadlyrepresentative stakeholder body for all SET and innovation organisations in South Africa, which seeks
to influence policy formulation and delivery.
* The NSTF-South32 Awards are unique in SA, recognising the outstanding contributions of
individuals and groups to SET and innovation.
* The science bursaries page provides information on bursaries and bursary providers for science,
engineering and related studies.

Disclaimer
The NSTF has taken all practical measures to ensure that the material contained in this newsletter is
correct. The NSTF reserves the right to make changes as it deems necessary.

Privacy
Registration details submitted to the NSTF will be treated confidentially and will only be used by NSTF
to communicate with its members and subscribers.
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